Randall: weekly project update

Hanalei Hill – Phase 1 ‘Emergency Repairs’: March 4, 2021 – Sept 4, 2021

Contractor continues to clear slope debris. Should be completely cleared by the weekend.

Started painting/staining the slope today (Fiji green color). The work will be completed by this Saturday.

Tunnel project:

Work is ongoing. Contractors have cleared out about 60 feet of the tunnel so far. Contractors will pour the first 50ft of the tunnel today and tomorrow. Next week the next 50 ft. will be poured/completed. Upon completion, 20 or so arches with a depth of 5 feet each will be in place for a total of 100 feet into the tunnel.

Convoy:

Current convoy extended for work on Kuhio Highway taking place with large crane. Starting Sept. 4, Monday – Saturday from 7:00 am - 5:30 pm, one lane of traffic will be open. Traffic will be alternating through the open lane during these working hours.

From 5:30-pm to 7am the crane and other equipment will be moved off of the roadway and two lanes will be open to traffic.

On Sundays and State holidays, two lanes of traffic will be open all day. It is anticipated that the tunnel work will take the completion of the work out until the end of September and possibly into early October, weather permitting.

Convoy traffic numbers have dropped a little bit in the last week, but not too much.
• Princeville turning lane project: Continue to receive community requests that the turning lane be temporary and not a permanent measure. Will share with Larry upon his return next week.

• Shuttle update: (Joel)

No changes. Simply monitoring decisions on shutdowns due to weather/hurricane and covid counts.